Rydberg fingerprint spectroscopy of hot molecules: structural dispersion in flexible hydrocarbons.
We explore how structural dispersion in flexible hydrocarbon chain molecules at very high temperatures is reflected in the photoionization spectra of Rydberg levels. The spectra of N,N-dimethylisopropanamine, N,N-dimethyl-1-butanamine, N,N-dimethyl-2-butanamine, N,N-dimethyl-3-hexanamine, and 1,4-dimethylpiperazine, taken at effective vibrational temperatures of 700-1000 K, show well-resolved features stemming from the 3p and 3s Rydberg states. The line shapes observed in molecules with internal rotation degrees of freedom show that multiple structures are populated. Following up on the discovery that low-lying Rydberg states provide sensitive fingerprints of molecular structures, this work supports Rydberg fingerprint spectroscopy as a tool to probe structural details of molecules in the presence of complex energy landscapes and at high vibrational temperatures. A simple model accounts for the sensitivity of Rydberg fingerprint spectroscopy to the molecular shape, as well as the relative insensitivity of the spectra toward vibrational excitation.